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NEWLY 8A-CERTIFIED ITC LEVERAGES SMALL SIZE AND 20-YEAR TRACK
RECORD TO SUPPORT FEDRAMP'S ENTERPRISE-CLASS CLOUD SERVICE
Information Technology Company, LLC (ITC) has been certified as a Federal Risk and Authorization
Management Program (FedRAMP) Third Party Assessment Organization (3PAO). FedRAMP provides a
standardized approach to security assessment, authorization, and continuous monitoring for Cloud
products and services, increasingly relied on by agencies to provide secure and scalable internal and
citizen-facing services. Cloud service providers (CSPs) must use a FedRAMP-approved third-party
assessor to independently validate and verify their satisfying FedRAMP requirements.
ITC is unique as the only 3PAO with long-term intimate knowledge of and hands-on experience with
mainframe technology. Its auditors are expert hands-on mainframe programmers/users with decades
of mainframe security perspective.
"For the past 20 years we have provided Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA) auditing
services for many agencies; that huge experience leads us organically into the FedRAMP arena," said
Stan King, the company’s Chief Technology Officer. "It was a natural line of business for us and one that
we are aggressively pursuing. IBM mainframes play a key growing role in cloud processing and many
agencies are turning to the massively scalable resource capacity this technology provides for private
clouds."

Simultaneously, ITC was certified into the federal government's 8a program which provides business
development assistance to companies owned and managed by socially and economically disadvantaged
individuals in entering government contracting. Broad program services include mentoring,
procurement assistance, business counseling, training, financial assistance, and surety bonding.
Inclusion provides ITC greater access to resources assuring accelerated company growth and
development.
"Our participation in the 8a program provides the necessary leverage to compete with larger, more
established companies in the federal market" says ITC President, Manny Mangilit. "ITC has a remarkable
set of skills and resources that we showcase to federal customers. This lets us assure more
organizations meeting their technology needs".

About ITC
ITC provides high-technology solutions to federal agencies and commercial customers requiring
comprehensive high-quality project support, from planning through delivery and documentation. ITC
has a long and successful track record of information technology and data center projects ranging from
enterprise architecture design, development and testing, to mission-critical applications support and
administration.
An IBM Business Partner, ITC specializes in IBM zSeries and pSeries computing platforms; the company is
exclusive worldwide OEM for IBM zPDT technology seamlessly offloading mainframe development to a
100% mainframe-compatible, Linux-based x86 server, with lower cost of acquisition/operation and full
isolation from production workload.
Within those IBM hardware environments ITC provides superior expertise in z/OS, z/VM, z/VSE, and
Linux on z Systems, and supports numerous application environments such as DB2, IMS, CICS, Oracle,
MQSeries, SAS, RACF, CA-ACF2, and CA-Top Secret.
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